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The children were a little worn-out by the end of the week (teachers, too!), but they 

kept going! It will be a few more weeks until they really adjust to the schedule and routines. 

In the meantime, remember that your child will need extra sleep (8 hours!) and positive 

reinforcement. 

Did you hear?  Kindergarten had Classroom 

Safety Drills & Procedures?  Fire, Tornado and 

Lockdown, oh my!   

  

 



Ways to help your child be successful in Kindergarten 

 

Kindergarten is a wonderful learning experience for your child!  We 

want to help make the transition easier and smoother by preparing 

each child for this special time.  Here is a list of things to work on at 

home to help ensure their success.  Thanks so much! 

 

 

1. Unwrapping their own snacks and lunch item. (crackers, chips, applesauce, milk, etc.) 

2. Zipping and buttoning jackets, pants, skirts, or shorts 

3. Tying shoes. The dollar store has some 'shoes' to help practice lacing & tying.  

4. Tucking their shirt tails in their pants, skirts, or shorts 

5. Personal hygiene: washing and drying hands, proper use of hand sanitizer (one squirt) and 

cleanliness during bathroom visits 

6. Buckling belts 

7. Naming and recognizing numbers 1-20 

8. Naming and recognizing letters (upper AND lower case) and sounds of the alphabet 

9. Naming and recognizing colors 

10. Developing the fine motor skills for writing is so important in Kindergarten.  Allowing your 

child to manipulate clay and play-doh, cut with scissors, and play in sand will strengthen their 

hands and fingers. 

11. Routines: Research shows that children thrive on a consistent routine and 

discipline.  Having a plan for your child's afterschool routine--setting aside a time for 

homework, play, and an early bedtime--will help your child be successful for this year and 

years to come. 

 

This Week, Kindergarten… 

 

 Mrs. Chien was asked about the songs we sing to help learn the days, 

months, numbers, letters, routines, etc.…  Jack Hartman, Have Fun Teaching 

and also Heidi Butkus.   Sing it, say it, write it, do it! 



 

https://www.youtube.com/user/havefunteaching 

Phonics Each week a new letter will be discussed.  Children should know that the alphabet is made up of two 

types of letters, 5 vowels and 21 consonants and that there are 26 in all.  Letters Ll, Oo and Gg are the two 

letters we have worked with in class.   Also compound words; “take two words and make them one.  And what 

do you have?  A compound word!”   Also recognizing and producing rhyming words.   

LESSONS 13-16 
Hh 

"h" as in "h"at  

compound words 
initial (beginning sounds) 

blending h-o-g 
FIND THE VOWEL-IS THE VOWEL FOLLOWED BY A CONSONANT?-YES-CODE THE VOWEL WITH A BREVE FOR A SHORT 

SOUND 
matching same words 

matching uppercase/ lowercase 
matching pictures to words 

Assessment #2  
Lessons 17-20 

Tt 
"t" as in "t"ent 

hot, log, hog, got, lot, tot 
blending 2 consonant letter sounds 

matching same words 
counting sounds in words 

matching words to pictures, uppercase/lowercase letters  
 assessment #3 

 

   
 

http://www.heidisongs.com/index.php


 Math 

We have been learning about 3-dimensional figures. FAT not FLAT  

shapes. 

 
 

 

 

 

Spanish with Señora Seay we continue to learn greetings; hello, “Hola!”  “Buenos días” - Good day; 

Buenas Tardes - Good afternoon/evening is; Buenas noches - good night.   Siéntense = sit down) and 

párense = stand up. Reviewed color words:  azul — blue, blanco — white, negro — black,  rojo — 

red, rosado — pink, verde — green, naranja — orange, amarillo — yellow, anaranjado — 

orange. 

We listened to Juan Luis Guerra music and tried 

our best to dance Merengue with Señora Seay!  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SRLRCCffvlA&list=PLVdp7KKrOq2gXBIi
06s9uiNMuBHwjCIHO&index=4 

Health:  Class discussion about kindness and respectfulness.  Read the book 

“How Full Is Your Bucket.”  When Felix wakes up one morning, he finds an 

invisible bucket floating overhead. A rotten morning threatens his mood--and 

his bucket--drop by drop.  Can Felix discover how to refill his bucket before it's 

completely empty?  

 PE  Basic ball skills were reviewed. 

 Art  Mrs. Hess  Worked on a triptych.   

 

 Music Most of the time spent in kindergarten, music focuses on learning the 

basics. This is done through games, singing and playing instruments  

   

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SRLRCCffvlA&list=PLVdp7KKrOq2gXBIi06s9uiNMuBHwjCIHO&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SRLRCCffvlA&list=PLVdp7KKrOq2gXBIi06s9uiNMuBHwjCIHO&index=4


Religion:   The textbook we use is We Believe with Project Disciple.   

GOAL: To help the children know God as loving Creator and to develop 

an awareness of the presence of God in themselves, others, and the 

world.  Our students learn about the Catholic faith at school through 

daily prayer and religious instruction.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SV9ZP8ZTPnM 

We are learning that the Bible is an important book of stories that tell us about God’s 

love for us. The creation story is the first bible story we will focus on. The important 

message for the children is that God created the earth and everything on it for us, and it is 

our responsibility to appreciate this and take care of all the gifts of creation. 

We continue to discuss our school saint, St. Francis, as we prepare for 
his feast day celebration. 

 
**Students should be practicing prayers at home, DAILY! 

Technology in the Classroom 

    Brainpopjr is a fun educational site of animated, curriculum-based 
content in videos that engage students.   Many of the topics 
studied in Core Knowledge are covered and much more.  After 
watching a video, the students take a quiz to check for 
understanding .or complete an activity.  

 

 
 

Special Projects 

Celebrating Our Diversity 

We wish to celebrate our diversity by having family and friends come to present information about their 

culture and heritage.  We would like to have one to two speakers a month who come in to share 

information about where they are from (if you are from outside 

the United States) or their heritage (e.g. Polish), as well as their 

culture (e.g. dress, food, activities, music, housing).  The 

presentation, including snack, should be no more than 45 



minutes.  By celebrating what is special about all of the people in the world, we can learn to better 

appreciate one another.  If you or another family member is available to come in to present to 

Kindergarten, please let us know so we can start scheduling these wonderful opportunities for learning.  

Important Reminders 

 Dressing In kindergarten, we are focusing on responsibility and independence. We ask 
that you send your child to school with coats and shoes that they can easily put on by 
themselves or with minimal assistance. Also we ask that you send an extra set of 
clothing with your child to keep in their backpacks just in case it is needed. 

 Please pack a sweater or sweatshirt, daily, for your child.  The 
classroom is kept cool! 

 Snack time Every day the kindergarten children will have 15 minutes for snack. 
Please remember to send forks/ spoons (we have been having to provide these items 
daily…) with your child if necessary for their snack. As we are practicing healthy 
choices, we would like the students to bring healthy snacks and drinks to school. 
Please do not send cookies, chips etc. We ask that you only send water as a drink for 
your child.  Please note that our class is peanut and tree nut free for snack.   

Daily Prayers 

Every day we say prayers in the morning and afternoon.  The children are learning them and would 
benefit from reinforcement from home.  Please continue to review the prayers with your children.  
Thank you for your help!  Prayers can be found on the class website. 

Chuckles and Heart warmers 

 
During story time, when asked who it is that draws the pictures in a book? (Illustrator) One 
of the children responded, “Jesus!”  

 
During phonics, the kiddos were asked, “What type of letters are the 
“black” letters on the letter strips?”  One of the children replied, 
“Consequences!”  (Consonants)   



Wish List 
 If you have a used computer monitor, please let us know.  Mrs. Chien’s monitor is on its’ last legs.   
 

General Information 

This is a peanut, tree nut free (during snack) classroom!  During lunch the children 

may have whatever you select.   

 

 
 MAKE A DIFFERENCE FOR SCHOOLS EVERY TIME YOU SHOP 

Use the Box Tops app to scan your store receipt, find participating products and instantly add 
cash to our school's earnings online. From playground equipment to technology to library 

books, our school can use this money to help the teachers and students get the supplies they 
need. 

Pennies for Peru 

 

The St. Francis School “Pennies for Peru” program was established in September 2007. This is an 

on-going monetary collection to aid the members of our Sister Parish in Peru. Thank you for 

supporting this very worthy cause. 

     

 

     


